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WENP Board Meeting 
WECA, 3 Rivergate, Bristol // 11 June 2019 // 10:00-13:00 
 
Attendees 
 
Selena Gray (Chair) - SG   West of England Nature Partnership 
Amy Coulthard - AC   Avon Wildlife Trust 
Richard Cresswell - RC   Bristol Avon Catchment Partnership 
Mark Minkley - MM   Bath & North East Somerset Council 
Russell Ashfield - RA   National Trust 
Simon Stonehouse - SS   Natural England 
Ruth Barden - RB   Wessex Water 
Laura Ambler - LA   West of England Combined Authority / LEP 
David Carter - DC   West of England Combined Authority / LEP 
Ross Kennerley - RK   Woodland Trust 
 
Heather Elgar - HE   West of England Nature Partnership 
 
Apologies 
  
Ian Barrett    Avon Wildlife Trust 
Richard Ennion    Bristol City Council 
Sally Hogg    Bristol City Council (interim representing Public Health for 4 UAs) 
Marion Steiner    Bristol, North Somerset & South Gloucestershire CCG 
Savita Willmott    Natural History Consortium 
John Flannigan    North Somerset Council 
Richard Kent    North Somerset Council 
David Villis        South Gloucestershire Council 
 
 
Items 
 
 
1. Strategic Planning 
 
LA provided update on the JSP Examination, starting 2nd July at Guildhall in Bath. Latest draft of WoE GI 
Strategy will be shared with WENP Board shortly. Question as to whether draft Strategy should be published 
(clearly as draft) for Issues and Matters. UAs have suggested strengthened policy wording in Policy 6, 
including strengthening of GI policy, to the Inspector. Not known when Inspector will share final report, likely 
towards end of the year. Strategy is a living document that goes beyond the JSP. Will be helpful for first 
(published) version to be endorsed by WENP.  
 

Action: LA to circulate latest draft of WoE GI Strategy with WENP Board 
 
Government is currently considering in spending review how funds are devolved to UAs. WECA are asking for 
multi-year block of funding and more autonomy on how to spend it. WECA has developed a sophisticated 
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funding assurance framework which now incorporates GI. Aim is to collectively decide through WoE GI 
Strategy priorities for investment and link to more targeted spending. Need business case for different GI 
schemes. Question on how WENP can facilitate this. WENP should support with identification of GI projects 
and their prioritisation. Need to move from ideas to business cases, need feasibility studies. Challenge to align 
different organisations’ investment criteria and frameworks. Purpose of Strategic Solutions Panel is to bring 
prescribed bodies together and identify strategic solutions we need to deliver. Need for a coordinating 
resource as a conduit between WoE GI Strategy and business cases.  
 
Joint Assets Board (JAB) is looking at how public land can be used more strategically. SG asked if JAB can have 
a discussion about how to deliver the Nature Recovery Network. 
 

Action: LA to share WECA funding assurance framework with WENP Board to help with identification 
of business cases 
 
Action: LA to see if there is a role for WECA in providing coordinating resource as conduit between 
WoE GI Strategy and business cases 

 
Action: WENP/WECA aim towards taking GI proposed schemes (once identified per above) to the SSP 
for feasibility funding 
 
Action: DC put sharing of partner business plans on next SSP agenda 
 
Action: MM to share framing of next stage of Waterspace funding (taking to Joint Committee this 
Friday) with Board 

 
 Action: WENP to coordinate WENP landholdings map (HE pick up with Phil Anderson) 
 

Action: LA to consider how WENP land assets (and thus WENP) might be incorporated into JAB 
 
 
2. Governance 
 
2.1 Executive Group proposal & WENP business planning 
 
SG proposed introduction of WENP Executive Group representing funders to enable more agility in urgent 
between-board decision making, to lead on business planning (including funding and recruitment matters) 
and take leadership of key aspects of WENP Board programme. 
 
Board agreed a task-finish group needed to take forward WENP business planning. HoPP are currently 
working on a business plan for UA funding of WENP. Agreed LA can represent HoPP. Noted HoPP doesn’t 
represent breadth of UA representation and Environmental Services should be included. This task-finish group 
should include SG, LA, IB, RB and UA Environmental Services rep TBC. 
 
Another task-finish group should work through the Executive Group proposal in more detail, and bring back to 
Board for discussion and sign-off. Should include revised principles around responding to consultations 
reflecting on WENP experience. 
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Action: Helpful for all partners to share their view on what WENP needs to deliver for them 
individually as well as collectively. This also helps clarify the decisions that the Executive Group should 
take versus those taken to the wider partnership. Issue around consultations – funders need to be 
clear when a position isn’t wholly endorsed by WENP Board. 
 
Action: Agree reps and convene task-finish group for WENP business planning (SG lead) 

 
 
2.2. GI Authority proposal 
 
LA shared WECA’s working ‘GI Authority’ proposal. This responds to identified issue that GI is not held in one 
place in UAs – there is no ‘authority’ for GI as there is for housing, flooding, highways, etc. Missing 
overarching authority structure, but also a funding issue as no one is responsible for GI funding. Data 
challenges also relate. The GI Authority proposal is a working idea and has not yet been taken through 
members or senior officers. Might be held at WECA or LNP TBC – the idea for now is to pilot the idea. 
 
Board welcomed the idea and agreed to WENP supporting the concept as it develops. Agreed helpful to 
propose as interdepartmental funding ask of both DEFRA and MHCLG. Can draw on link between 25YEP 
aspirations (including Nature Recovery Network) and reality of delivery GI (through planning). 
 
While awaiting funding, could do proof of concept now by realigning how we’re currently working (e.g. BACP, 
WENP, BRERC) – but needs further discussion. 
 

Action: LA and DC to continue discussions and draft letter for WENP. Ask will aim to formally come 
from leaders and mayors with supporting signatories. 

 
 
2.3. Vision refresh 
 
Agreed to update vision to: ‘A thriving and well-connected natural environment in the West of England that 
underpins a healthy and resilient society and economy’. 
 
 
3. Restoring nature 
 
3.1. Nature Recovery Network 
 
The Nature Recovery Network was publicly launched at the WENP Forum on 6th June during the Festival of 
Nature. Over 110 people joined the event. The NRN was launched as a concept for multiple organisations and 
individuals to get behind, and a first version of a living map that will get updated as evidence improves and 
priorities emerge. 
 
Previously proposed ecological priorities were further tested at a workshop in May. General agreement with 
list, but recognised need for more work to map out threats and changes arising from climate emergency and 
how our ecological priorities might change with this long term view. Noted that thinking around water is 
ahead of that for land – there is a clear idea of where we need to get back to (and how) developed through 
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EA, the WFD and refined by catchment partnerships and water companies. Thinking is ongoing for land – need 
to integrate as best practice and modelling emerges.  
 
Agreed a long list is helpful (so can match funding streams to the list as they arise), but helpful to identify a 
short list of top priorities. All interventions are important so taking a programme approach with sequencing 
and phasing useful. 
 

Action: HE re-share the working list of priorities 
 
For engaging land owners and managers (of different sizes and type/quality of land) – discussion around 
launching a ‘pledge’ to support delivery of the Nature Recovery Network. AC noted much such engagement is 
happening through My Wild City – opportunity to link to narrative of Nature Recovery Network. This is 
appropriate for wider audience including general public, but targeting of larger players needed. LA mentioned 
WECA developing a placemaking charter for development industry – opportunity to integrate GI. Do we take 
further – develop kitemark or award – e.g. ‘best company adapting landholding for nature’? Not to reinvent 
the wheel – how can Building With Nature be adapted for improving existing sites?  
 

Action: LA look at integrating GI (and commitments to NRN as appropriate) into emerging 
placemaking charter 

 
Action: All partners share existing organisational targets around GI and Nature Recovery Networks (to 
info@wenp.org.uk) and WENP will collate 

 
Next steps broadly: What are we doing ourselves to deliver NRN (i.e. WENP partners); what do we need 
others to do (and how do we engage them); how do we line up different partners to deliver. ELMS will play an 
important funding and incentivising role. Also need to look at nature recovery in urban context – how does 
NRN translate to cities? 
 

Action: Overview of ELMS at next WENP Board 
 
 
3.2. West of England Wildlife Index 
 
Further to written update, working group has broadly agreed the right assemblage of species (for which we 
have sufficient data). For sufficiently robust data analysis (due to significant bias introduced by volunteer 
records) for a robust metric to be used to 2050, proposal to develop a partnership PhD with UWE to take 
forward this work and potentially other analysis of use to WENP and GI delivery. Links to GI Authority and 
BRERC.  
 

Action: SG and AC to hold 
 
 
4. Economic development 
 
On the agenda to flag that work around NCT has not progressed. The NCT work has shaped local thinking but 
GI investment discussions are now happening through the GI Strategy, IIPD discussions and the GI Authority 
proposal. Greater Manchester meeting with WECA to share learnings on GM Investment Strategy. 
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5. Health and wellbeing 
 
Work progressing per written update. Exeter University now doing substantial work to pull together the 
evidence base for green care. 
 
 
6. Recruitment update 
 
Applications closed and shortlisting today.  
 

Action: Funding panel to meet after Board to arrange interview dates. 
 
 
7. West of England approach to embedding nature into declared climate emergencies 
 
MM raised importance of integrating GI into responses to climate emergencies. Although declared, not yet 
clear what declarations mean or what responses look like. NRN creates positive narrative on how to respond – 
gives people positive and local opportunity to meaningfully engage.  
 
Agreed need to align with this language where we can. ‘Natural climate solutions’ helpful language. An early 
narrative that we can speak to now is – NRN is part of the solution, we’ve been working together for many 
years, help us deliver it. 
 
HE mentioned early idea for a BGCP/WENP shared event in Autumn to bring together climate and nature as 
part of same question. 
 

Action: AC to lead on brief WENP statement on NRN and climate emergency 
 
 


